With the discovery of the anticardiolipin antibodies and the subsequent definition of the antiphospholipid syndrome (APS), their effects on the coagulation pathway were at first thought to be responsible for the occurrence of thromboses. Over the ensuing few years it became clear that the actions of the antiphospholipid antibodies (aPL) were multifactorial, and also involved effects on the endothelium and platelets, and possibly on neural tissues and hormonal and complement pathways. Moreover, the primary APS has overtaken systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) in frequency, as recently reported by the Euro-Phospholipid Project group.

Although many of the clinical associations are explicable on the basis of thrombotic occlusions of not only large vessels (as in the simple/classic systemic APS — Hughes’s syndrome) but also predominantly small vessels, as in catastrophic APS (CAPS; Asherson’s syndrome), many others are not.

International preliminary classification criteria (Sapporo) for the APS were first formulated in 1999; these were subsequently revised at the Eleventh International Congress on aPL in Sydney in 2005. It is now clear that new definitions will have to be formulated that will eliminate the diagnostic difficulties encountered in attempting to include patients as examples of an APS where no certain thrombotic occlusions have been demonstrated.

It is also clear that in some conditions, such as fetal loss and livedo reticularis, several mechanisms may be involved, and while in some cases thrombosis is evident, in others “APS vasculopathy” in the absence of thrombosis exists. In other conditions there is complement activation (e.g., fetal loss) with neutrophilic invasion of tissues (as in pulmonary alveolar hemorrhage with “capillaritis”), while in patients with valve lesions there is now convincing evidence of valve damage by immune complexes containing cardiolipin, anticardiolipin, and complement. The conditions discussed here are listed in Table 1.

**PULMONARY HYPERTENSION (PHT)**
The prevalence of PHT in the APS has been estimated to be between 1.8% and 3.5%, and the prevalence of positive aPL estimations in patients with chronic thromboembolic PHT has varied between 10% and 20%. In an analysis of patients with APS by the Euro-Phospholipid Project group, the prevalence of PHT was found to be 2.2%, and in a cohort of primary APS patients, McCarty found that 3% had PHT.

It is clear that although thromboembolic PHT is the most frequent type of PHT seen in patients with the APS, non-thromboembolic PHT may also be encountered in the presence of the aPL, thus implying that factors other than the thromboembolism or in situ thrombosis might be responsible. As the APS is part of the connective tissue disease spectrum, this type of PHT may have the same pathogenesis as seen with other connective tissue disorders, for example, excessive vasoreactivity, deposition of immune complexes in lung tissue, and perhaps a disturbance of endothelin I, produced by pulmonary vascular endothelium. If this latter mechanism has any role in APS, the aPL and its effect on endothelium (i.e., activation) may perhaps be responsible. In the early 1980s it was well documented that autoimmune phenomena (e.g., positive antinuclear antibodies) might accompany this condition, and some investigators questioned whether “primary” PHT was in fact a connective tissue disorder. In 1983 we documented an association between SLE, PHT, and the aPL, and since then many reports have appeared confirming this association not only in patients with SLE but also in those with the primary APS. Other features of the APS were absent in some case reports, implying a different pathogenesis to that causing the thrombotic manifestations. It should be borne in mind, however, that the presence of thrombosis in the pulmonary vasculature does not exclude a “primary” nonthrombotic etiopathogenesis, as these thromboses may be “secondary.”

**DIFFUSE ALVEOLAR HEMORRHAGE (DAH)**
DAH has been described in a number of systemic autoimmune diseases; to this list the APS must now be added. Vascular damage and rupture of small pulmonary vessels must be the basic pathogenesis in the group of patients with DAH and systemic autoimmune diseases. In other conditions associated with “bland” alveolar hemorrhage (e.g., severe mitral stenosis, inhaled toxins, severe infections and coagulopathies), the etiopathogenetic mechanisms and histopathological findings in the lungs are clearly different. Deane and West recently reviewed all aPL-associated cases in the literature including their own 4, a total of 17. Of these, the majority had had previous thrombotic complications and were examples of the APS. In the 2 patients documented by these authors in whom biopsies were performed, a “vasculitis” was presumed to be present; but they did not, however, describe perivascular or vascular infiltrates indicative of a true vasculitis, but instead septal and alveolar neutrophilic infiltrates. Recent studies have elegantly demonstrated the mechanisms that may be responsible for this neutrophilic infiltration, and it is indeed complement-mediated. In a gastrointestinal ischemia-
Table 1. Nonthrombotic manifestations of the antiphospholipid antibody syndrome.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pulmonary</td>
<td>Pulmonary hypertension, diffuse alveolar hemorrhage, acute respiratory distress syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiac</td>
<td>Valve lesions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central nervous system</td>
<td>Chorea, epilepsy, transverse myelitis, “pseudo” multiple sclerosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bone</td>
<td>Osteonecrosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin</td>
<td>Livedo reticularis, pseudovasculitis, anetoderma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obstetric</td>
<td>Fetal loss (recurrent)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

reperfusion (I/R) model, Hart, et al\(^1\)\(^1\) found that complement activation played an important role not only in local injury but also in remote injury (e.g., the lung). They used C1q-deficient (C1qKO), MBL-A/C deficient (MBL-null), complement factor 2 and factor B-deficient (C2/fBKO), and wild-type (WT) mice. The gastrointestinal injury was followed by 3-hour reperfusion. Local and distant lung injury was induced in the C1qKO and WT mice, but not in the C2/fBKO mice. Addition of human C2 to the C2/fBKO mice restored the injury, demonstrating that it is mediated via the lectin pathway of complement activation. The injury significantly increased serum alanine aminotransferase, gastrointestinal barrier dysfunction, and neutrophil infiltration into the lung and gut in the C1qKO and WT mice, but not in the C2/fBKO mice. These researchers showed that C2 and mannose-binding lectin (MBL), but not C1q, are necessary for gut injury after gastrointestinal-reperfusion. Lung injury in mice is MBL and C1q-independent, but C2-dependent. They suggested a role for ficolins in this model\(^1\)\(^1\). In addition to MBL, the lectin pathway can be activated by H-ficolin and L-ficolin. Although ficolins are mainly synthesized in the liver, L-ficolin is also produced in the lung by alveolar type–11 cells and unciliated bronchial epithelial cells. Importantly, L-ficolins bind to Escherichia coli as well as to lipoteichoic acid, a cell-wall constituent of Gram-positive bacteria. Gut barrier translocation may lead to bacterial translocation to the lung, resulting in increased pulmonary neutrophil infiltration as a result of lectin complement pathway activation via ficolins. Fleming, et al\(^1\)\(^2\) found that aPL could bind to tissues subjected to the I/R insult, thus mediating tissue damage. aPL represent members of the natural injury-inducing antibody repertoire of antibodies missing in complement receptor 2-deficient mice. Antibodies to B2GP1 restored both local and remote tissue damage in complement receptor 2-deficient mice. The authors proposed that multiple neoantigens are expressed in response to I/R on the endothelial and epithelial surfaces and are recognized by natural antibodies/autoantibodies, which can fix complement, thereby inducing tissue damage.

Of more than passing interest is that none of the 4 patients documented by Deane and West\(^1\)\(^0\) developed an acute (adult) respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS), so prevalent in patients with CAPS\(^1\)\(^1\). They were only able to list 17 patients with DAH and aPL (including their own 4 cases) in the entire APS literature. This is a small result, indeed, considering that worldwide there may be thousands of patients with APS. In a recent series of 200 patients with CAPS documented on the CAPS Registry website [http://www.med.ub.es/MIMMUN/FORUM/CAPS.HTM], 18 such patients have been registered to date\(^1\)\(^3\). There is, therefore, a significant difference in prevalence between its occurrence in the simple APS and in the CAPS.

### ACUTE RESPIRATORY DISTRESS SYNDROME

This differing prevalence is also evident with ARDS. Few cases have been reported with the simple or classic APS, whereas 47 patients out of 250 with CAPS had this condition\(^1\)\(^4\). It is also very uncommon in SLE; one patient has been documented with ARDS and severe PHT accompanying SLE, which is an extremely rare combination\(^1\)\(^5\).

It has been hypothesized that its occurrence is dependent on the systemic inflammatory response syndrome (SIRS), that it is cytokine-mediated, and that it is caused by the extensive tissue necrosis, occurring particularly in organs such as the bowel, that is the hallmark of this condition.

### VALVULAR DISEASE

Valve thickening, resulting in valve dysfunction and incompetence, is common in the APS, and the mitral valve is most frequently affected. Several reports describe valvulopathy in patients with the primary APS\(^1\)\(^6\),\(^1\)\(^7\), as well as in SLE\(^1\)\(^8\),\(^1\)\(^9\). Nonbacterial vegetations may be combined with valve thickening and are thought to reflect the same pathological process\(^1\)\(^0\). Libman-Sacks endocarditis, as these lesions are named, may eventually heal with a fibrous plaque, sometimes with focal calcification and marked scarring, thickening, and deformity leading to valve dysfunction. In patients with APS, these valve lesions are not usually of clinical or hemodynamic significance; but with extensive deformity, surgical replacement may be necessary. Thromboembolic events constitute the major danger to the patient with Libman-Sacks endocarditis, and can damage brain, kidney, and other organs.

It had been suggested that the procoagulant effect of the aPL promotes valve thrombus on the damaged valves, the organization of which resulted in fibrosis and calcification. Recently, a study on valves derived from patients with secondary APS as well as primary APS showed that subendothelial immunoglobulin deposits contained aPL, complement, that is, an immune complex situation for which pri-
Avascular Necrosis (AVN) of Bone

The etiology of AVN of bone in patients with SLE is probably multifactorial and several risk factors have been suggested, including Raynaud's phenomenon, glucocorticoid therapy, particularly in patients developing features of Cushing's syndrome, and vasculitis. A possible link between AVN and aPL was first postulated in 1983 and several years later strengthened by reports of AVN in patients with the primary APS who had not been exposed to glucocorticoid therapy. The relationship therefore had remained unproven; however, the occurrence of AVN in primary APS patients with no other risk factors other than aPL is certainly linked to their effects in some way. The observations by Tektonidou, et al using MRI provided credence to this relationship. It is possible that vasculopathy of the major vessels supplying particular areas of bone and caused by reaction of the aPL with endothelium might be responsible, as no definitive evidence of thrombosis has been forthcoming.

Chorea

Chorea is another clinical manifestation infrequently associated with SLE (occurring in less than 4% of cases) that has been strongly linked to the presence of aPL; it does not differ from chorea encountered with rheumatic fever (Sydenham's chorea) or the inherited form (Huntington's chorea). It may antedate other manifestations or be seen during the course of the APS. The chorea may appear without any obvious precipitating factors or may be induced by oral contraceptives. In a review of 50 cases, Cervera, et al found that one episode of chorea was seen in 66% of the patients, while in 34% it was recurrent. Oral contraceptive-induced chorea, chorea gravidarum, and post-partum chorea occurred in 2%–6% of patients. It was seen bilaterally or unilaterally; it occasionally commenced on one side, to reappear on the other side within weeks to months.

Computed tomography scanning is usually normal, but infarcts outside the basal ganglia themselves might be seen. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) findings were reported in only 13 of the 50 cases, and infarcts in the caudate nuclei were seen in only 3. Steroids, haloperidol, aspirin, and anticoagulation were used in several patients, and all patients recovered, but recovery time varied from days to as long as a few months. Some authors have suggested that reversible immune-mediated response, hormonally influenced in some, is the most likely pathogenesis of chorea, rather than a vascular hypothesis with thrombosis and infarction occurring. Binding of autoantibodies to striatal interneurons may cause hypermetabolic dysfunction of these cells. Striatal hypermetabolism has been observed.

Epilepsy

The prevalence of epilepsy in patients with APS is 7% to 8.6%. SLE may cause epilepsy by a number of APS-independent mechanisms, including vasculitis, metabolic disorders, and cerebritis. The prevalence of epilepsy in primary APS is clearly higher than the 0.5%–1% expected in the general population, and argues for a direct association of APS and epilepsy. The pathogenesis of epilepsy in APS patients is not entirely clear. Possible explanations include focal brain ischemic lesions, autoimmune disease, or direct effects of aPL on the brain. The most likely etiology is probably ischemia. There is a highly significant association between epilepsy and stroke in patients with APS, suggesting that this is the key mechanism in the pathogenesis of epileptogenic foci in these patients. Small foci of abnormal signalling in the subcortical white matter are observed in many APS patients with seizures. Most APS patients with seizures and normal brain imaging will have a pathological positron emission tomography result, with decreased glucose metabolism in the perivascular areas, suggesting a subtle ischemic insult. Further, a pathological examination in a young patient with APS who had complex partial seizures and transient ischemic events showed widespread small cerebral arterial thrombi. There is a significant association (p < 0.02) between epilepsy and valvular disease in patients with primary APS, also suggesting a cardioembolic mechanism for stroke. However, ischemia is not the exclusive cause of epilepsy in patients with primary APS ischemic pathology. In numerous studies patients with idiopathic epilepsy were found to have autoantibodies in their sera. Anti-central nervous system antibodies have been found in frontal cortex immunoblots, but not in cerebellar immunoblots, in children with epilepsy. The specific identity of these antibodies is unknown, but other investigators have reported autoantibodies to glutamic acid decarboxylase in epilepsy patients, as well as aPL and aCL antibodies. Perhaps epilepsy is caused by a direct effect of autoantibodies on brain tissue. This hypothesis is strongly supported by reports that IgG aPL can directly permeabilize and depolarize brain synaptoneurosomes.

Transverse Myelitis

Transverse myelitis is an uncommon, but well known neurological complication of SLE, and aPL have been indicated as having a pathogenic role in myelopathy in secondary and primary APS. However, the prevalence of transverse myelitis among patients with APS is only 0.4%, and the reported cases associating primary APS with transverse myelitis are extremely rare. Several of the APS patients with transverse myelitis had recurrent episodes. The exact etiologic role of autoantibodies in APS-associated transverse myelitis remains to be established. A direct interaction between aPL and cellular elements of the central nervous system, rather than aPL-associated thrombosis, seems to be a more plausible mechanism. Patients with an APS-related transverse myelitis, especially those with recurrent episodes, may have an unrecognized myelin-specific antibody.
MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS (MS)-LIKE SYNDROME ("PSEUDO" MS)
A significant number of patients with APS are misdiagnosed as having MS due to similar characteristics (i.e., young, previously healthy women) and potentially similar presentation. Neurological manifestations and MRI can be indistinguishable and there are no specific diagnostic tools, although evoked-potential studies provide the answer.

Treatment and prognosis of the 2 conditions are quite different. There is controversy about the prevalence and significance of aPL in MS. When assessing patients with MS, clinicians should consider APS, especially if the MS has atypical features. As in transverse myelitis, the mechanism causing MS-like symptoms in APS patients is unclear and remains to be established, although an antibody-mediated mechanism seems more plausible than aPL-associated thrombosis. It is suggested that this condition be referred to as "pseudo multiple sclerosis."

CUTANEOUS MANIFESTATIONS
Cutaneous manifestations are the first clinical presentation of many patients with APS, up to 41% according to some reviews. The main cutaneous manifestations of APS are livedo reticularis (LR), skin ulcers, pseudovasculitic lesions, and anetoderma. LR is caused by blood flow disturbances in small and medium-size blood vessels in the dermal-subdermal junction. The histopathology of LR shows endothelitis and obliterating endarteritis with no evidence of true vasculitis. The combination of LR and stroke is called Sneddon’s syndrome, and many of these patients will have aPL antibodies.

In most cases the LR precedes the stroke by many years. The syndrome may also be associated with hypertension, valvular pathology, renal artery pathology, and epilepsy. In most cases microthrombosis of dermal capillaries is lacking. In many cases, an APS “vasculopathy,” that is, endothelitis and obliterating endarteritis, has been demonstrated histopathologically.

FETAL LOSS
Pregnancy loss (often recurrent) is one of the 3 major clinical criteria for the diagnosis of APS. It has long been assumed that impaired blood supply and thrombosis of placental vessels results in placental infarction, with heparin being the standard treatment advised because of its antithrombotic action. Recent investigation by Girardi et al has shown that this concept may be incorrect, and this explains the phenomenon that many placentae from women with APS who had had miscarriages were devoid of thromboses. The additional observation that many patients with PAPS and recurrent miscarriages do not suffer from the usual recurrent venous and arterial thrombosis seen in APS also perhaps reinforces the concept that other mechanisms may be operating, and that these are not necessarily associated with thrombosis. The authors demonstrated that the complement pathway may play an integral and important role in the pathogenesis of fetal loss, totally unrelated to a thrombotic or gonadotrophic hormonal blocking effects of the aPL. Activation of the C3 component of complement is needed for fetal loss to occur and C5 is also required. They suggested that local complement activation could be a mechanism for damage not only to the trophoblast but also for vascular endothelium. Low molecular weight and unfractionated heparin prevented complement activation in vivo and in vitro and protected mice from aPL-induced pregnancy complications, whereas neither fondaparinux nor hirudin (both anticoagulants only) inhibited the generation of complement split products or prevented pregnancy losses. This anticomplementary activity of heparin has been known since 1929. What Girardi et al have proposed is that preferentially targeted aPL, directed towards the decidua and placenta, lead to the generation of potent anaphylotoxins and mediators of effector-cell activation.

In several of the conditions discussed here, some patients have not had any of the usual thrombotic manifestations of the APS, either large-vessel occlusions (venous or arterial) or small-vessel thrombosis. This suggests that possibly differing pathogenic idiotypes of the aPL may exist, and that what occurs depends perhaps on differing specificity of these idiotypes. While most pathogenic aPL result in large-vessel thrombosis, others may only cause fetal loss and/or the hematological accompaniments of the syndrome (e.g., thrombocytopenia, hemolytic anemia). Some aPL-positive patients only present with essentially “nonthrombotic” manifestations (e.g., chorea, pulmonary hypertension, pulmonary alveolar hemorrhage, osteonecrosis; and many cases of recurrent fetal loss where no thromboses are detected on placental histopathological examination).

Hemolytic anemia and thrombotic microangiopathy may denote yet another subset of the APS, that is, microangiopathic APS (MAPS), which would comprise thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura-like syndromes, HELLP syndrome (hemolysis, elevated liver enzymes, and low platelet count), thrombotic microangiopathic hemolytic anemia, etc. In CAPS
there is an “overlap” between MAPS and large-vessel occlusions (in a minority of cases), and there may also be evidence of complicating disseminated intravascular coagulation.

The APS “vasculopathy” or endotheliopathy is an intriguing histopathological feature, which may be seen in many aPL-associated manifestations. It may be clearly and easily demonstrable in tissues readily accessible to biopsy (e.g., the skin and kidney) and in brain vessels examined at autopsy.

Clearly, complement activation, induced by ischemia or aPL-induced endothelial cell activation, is intimately involved in the pathogenesis of the syndrome.

This multifactorial concept is not new in the field of autoimmune diseases, and such a hypothesis has also been postulated to explain the diversity of manifestations that characterize SLE, a closely related condition. These multiple pathogenetic factors are only now beginning to be unravelled.

In practical terms, however, we as clinicians are still unable to distinguish which complications are caused by mechanisms other than thrombosis, for example, complement activation and phospholipid antibodies reacting with neural tissues, etc. Complement activation may occur as a result of thrombosis because of ischemia and may also predispose to thrombosis, for example, when deposited on the inner surface of heart valves together with phospholipid and antiphospholipid antibodies, thereby causing valve damage. In APS pregnancies, heparin still has to be administered in doses sufficient to influence coagulation. It is hoped that in the future other compounds may be forthcoming. Therapies inhibiting complement activation (e.g., anti-C5 antibodies, inactivated derivative of C3a, C3adesArg, and C3d fragments) are presently being investigated. Their advent may then obviate the necessity of once or twice daily injections now being prescribed for patients with recurrent fetal losses, and they may also prove to be useful in preventing some of the distressing and potentially fatal complications of CAPS.

Figure 1. These tissue samples were obtained either from the center of the livedo or from surrounding areas with the characteristic violaceous “fishnet” appearance. Immunostaining for vimentin and actin were positive. Staining for desmin was negative. Some arteriolar lesions were partially or completely occluded by cellular plugs with numerous mononuclear cells containing regular round or oval nuclei. Others seemed to be occluded by acellular plugs. Small-vessel hyperplasia only was observed in the reticular network. No thrombotic lesions were observed. Courtesy of Prof. C. France, Paris, France.
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